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Two things that define us as humans are how we treat each other and how we choose to 
react to life. Society has created a "normal" being and a being that fits into the category of 
“other.” One of the most interesting things that I believe defines us as a culture is how we treat 
the diseased. Disease has always been something that is feared, the way it makes us treat the 
infected, and the way the infected affect us in reaction, and how we choose where they belong in 
our society. While studying disease and how it effects society I came to the conclusion that the 
reason we separate ourselves from those we think to be "sick" or "infected" is because of fear. I 
then studied the spread of fear in society, how it starts, how it travels through humanity and 
where it ends. I noticed that it begins within one person, and slowly spreads to the people 
connected to that original person. As the disease grows in society so does fear, spreading through 
people, connecting them through their fear (Fear-Wikipedia)(Mass Hysteria-Wikipedia). While 
studying the spread of fear I simultaneously examined the lifecycle of a mushroom. I explored 
the function of it, then the importance of the fungi. The lifecycle starts off with a spore that 
germinates in the soil while netlike roots, or mycelium, grow from this spore. The mycelium 
spreads from each spore, connecting with other spores until it seems that a whole forest is 
connected together by this net of roots (The Life Cycle of the Mushroom). The spread of fear in 
society seems to work the same way; thus I concluded that mycelium in nature can mirror and 
act as a metaphor for the way fear grows and spreads.  
 
 

 
 
It all begins with a spore. This spore is released from a mushroom that is pushed up through the 
soil up to the surface, the reproductive organ of the mushroom. Spores are released into the wind 
and the soil. When the spore lands, it germinates and begins to grow. 
 
 On May 13th, 2009 John Smith traveled to a rainforest in the South American region on a travel 
tour. There he inhaled a fungal spore that had been released into the environment.  A week later 
he traveled back to his hometown, New York City. Two weeks later John Smith began having 
symptoms. They began as mental differences. He developed OCD and felt the need to clean his 
body impulsively. His family and friends noticed him acting differently and distanced themselves 
from him in fear. He had become different, a term used to explain someone not the same as 
others. Symptoms grew, fever, stomach problems, rapid heart hearts, irritability and 
hallucinations. The infection grew, and the fear of the infection grew among John's family and 
friends. They feared for their loved one's health. 
 
A mushroom released more than one spore into the ground. Once the environment became damp 
and there was enough bacteria to let one spore germinate, the others will soon follow. When the 
climate is right, the spores around the first spore germinate and begin to grow. 
 
By May 20th John Smith had infected five other people who lived in New York City. But the 
symptoms do not develop until three to four weeks later. As the disease consumed new victims, 
fear spread to confidants and relatives. Along with the new victims, the fear contaminated John 
Smith's extended family and more distant friends.  
 



The life of the spores continues. Each begins to grow their mycelium; tiny white roots sprout and 
reach out into the dark soil. The mycelium claims the ground around each small individual spore. 
 
The disease grew, and new cases of infected appeared in Manhattan. As more were infected with 
the disease, more families were infected with fear. Relatives and friends worried and panicked 
for their loved ones’ lives. Friends fraught with fear poisoned their families and their friends 
with fear, making them apprehensive about their families becoming infected as well. Each 
infected individual had a collection of people infected with fear. The acquaintances of the 
diseased began to connect and bond with apprehension. 
 
As each spore’s mycelium grows they begin to connect. They spread across the underground 
floor and the roots connect and fuse together. Individual spores begins to become one. This is a 
start of a net.  
 
On May 25th the illness was noted as an outbreak; at least one person from an extended family 
knew one infected person. All of Manhattan, and a few others scattered around the city, were 
connected with fear. With half of the borough's population infected, people bonded with panic.  
 
The mycelium net quickly begins to grow. The mycelium stretches it's roots and travels in the 
ground searching for more spores to bond with. It breaks through the hard soil making the dirt 
soft and letting oxygen in, letting the ground breathe, while claiming its territory in the ground. 
Each spore is going through the same growing ritual as the first. From the spore the mushrooms 
reproductive organ grows, a single mushroom cap. It pushes through the hard soil and vigorously 
comes up from the ground. Then a mushroom surfaces, now visible to the human eye.  
 
The sickness traveled, as some infected traveled without knowing they were ill. It also developed 
in different countries and towns from people who inhaled the same type of spore as John Smith 
had. The growth of fear in these new places mimicked the growth of where it first appeared with 
the first cases. On June 2nd, news channels and journalist, began to pick up the story of this 
infectious disease. It became the main story on the news all over the world. Now that knowledge 
of this illness was made visible to society, the fear spread more rapidly.  
 
Mycelium spreads for miles. Suddenly everything in the forest is connected. The underground is 
nearly overtaken by this net. Now every tree, grass, bush, and flower in the forest is in some way 
connected by the mycelium. Not one living plant lives and thrives without being bonded together 
by this organism. The above ground mushrooms, the reproductive organs, die and decompose. 
This death feeds the mycelium underground. With these nutrients, the mycelium grows and 
pushes more mushrooms up. The net spreads and more mushrooms appear on the surface as 
more deaths occur.  
 
By the 5th of July the disease was labeled as an epidemic. The once small amount of fear turned 
into a worldwide panic. The new knowledge of this disease gave every human a reason to fear. 
As the spreading resulted in more deaths, the fear grew stronger. The fear of peoples loved ones 
getting ill became a strong paranoia. When people’s lives were ending the deaths fed the panic, 
causing it to grow more powerful. A once mild fear became worse as the disease involved the 
loss of loved ones. 



 
The mycelium moves quickly, thrives, and grows, producing more mushrooms. They sprout up 
from the ground everywhere claiming the forest floor, in turn shedding more spores, releasing 
them into the air to be carried throughout the forest. Once these new spores are released and 
land, they too will begin to settle into the soil to germinate. Later, their mycelium will bond and 
connect with the rest of the net, making every organism in the forest a part of it. 
 
The infection was spreading quickly, moving too fast for people to control. More and more 
families and family members were becoming and ill and dying.  Once a person knew someone 
infected personally, they began to fear their own lives. Suddenly it was apparent to everyone that 
there was a high chance that they too could be infected.  
 
Looking at mycelium underground it may look like a chaotic mess, roots erupting and reaching 
and twisting and connecting to each other. There appears to be no order; it looks like a web of 
twisted veins, rooting the mushroom fruit into the soil. But knowing the mycelium, you see that 
every root has a function. Each part of the mushroom is an organized cycle. Every part has a job 
and works together as an efficient network.  
 
In the spread of this disease, once fear became a collective feeling, people needed someone to 
look up to for protection. They needed someone who would know how to fix things, someone who 
had answers. Naturally, they looked to the people that should know the most, doctors or the 
government. When they saw that these people did not have the answers they hoped for the panic 
grew stronger. With the disease spreading so rapidly finding the common symptoms or cause 
was difficult. The hospitals were in just as much of panic as the rest of society. The people 
struggled through the chaos of the mass hysteria looking to understand.  
 
 

  
 

"Mycelium runs through our world, performing many other feats as well, but it is hidden 
and inconspicuous- a strange life form that has not attracted the same scientific attention as 
micro-organisms or plants or animals." (Paul Stamets, Mycelium Running). Although mycelium 
has been proven to be one of our most important organisms on planet earth, most people do not 
know how it functions, or even what it is. A plant will not live its life or reach full maturity 
without an association with mushrooms or mycelium. Not only is nature dependent on 
mycelium, it is also capable of many incredible and useful feats. Mushroom mycelium can be 
used to remove petroleum waste from soil, resulting in healthy soil and edible mushrooms. It can 
also be used as an energy source, to help cure illnesses, and as a natural pesticide for both your 
house and your garden. Artist Phil Ross has found a way to turn mushroom mycelium into a 
sustainable building material, making bricks strong enough to build green houses with. When 
dried, mushroom mycelium is nontoxic, fireproof, mold-proof and water resistant. It also traps 
more heat than fiberglass and is stronger than concrete (Phil Ross Website). Mycelium is a 
simple answer to a lot of our society's environmental panic. If only the knowledge of how 
important this organism could be to us was more widespread maybe we could make our earth a 
better place.  



Fear can create panic and chaos among people. While in the midst of the situation it 
seems like an unorganized frenzy, from an outside look, fear is a calculated reaction from an 
organized system of the brain. Five parts of the human brain have one job that contributes to our 
cycle of fear. The thalamus decides where the information we see, hear, taste and touch goes, and 
the sensory cortex interprets this sensory data. This is the beginning step of fear; using our five 
senses, we gather information. The knowledge we obtain goes to our amygdala, which 
determines threat by decoding emotions through stored fear memories. Next, the hypothalamus 
activates our response to our fears: the "flight or flight" response. Fear then activates our nervous 
system, which causes physical responses. Such responses could be a faster heart rate, an increase 
in blood pleasure, and/or rapid breathing (Fear and how it Works). 

Although fear is just a working function like the life cycle of a mushroom, people still 
fail to recognize it as just that. When applied to a large amount of people, like society, the 
emotion can take over they way we think and act. These two natural systems that parallel each 
other each in their growth; the spread of fear in society mimics the spread of mycelium. We have 
distanced ourselves from nature and forgotten that our society, our way of separating ourselves 
from the rustic environment to an urbanization, mirrors simple systems of nature. This is one out 
of many examples that prove that our society is corrupt. We let our human nature take control of 
everything. Some people have noticed that the specific human emotion of fear is extremely 
intense and will use it to gain power. We blind ourselves with fear so when we see something 
that looks hopeless and incomprehensible, like a cure for a rapidly spreading disease, we forget it 
is just a function in our brain. We should not allow our emotions to have so much power over us 
in a time of panic. When blinded by fear we often do not see for ourselves, and follow the people 
that seem the least blind. During the beginning of the AIDS epidemic in the 1980s the disease 
was nick-named "The gay disease.(AIDS- Wikipedia)" In fear, we directed blame and hate to a 
group of our own people. Although the disease did not only infect homosexuals, our fear pushed 
us to make horrible assumptions. This process of studying the spread of fear and the spread of 
mycelium has revealed a broader outlook on society and nature; this comparison tells us that how 
we treat ourselves is how society works in relation to our environment.  
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